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Challenge: Protect UsersChallenge: Protect Users’’ PrivacyPrivacy

�� Network tracing today must capture payloads:Network tracing today must capture payloads:

�� Challenge: protect usersChallenge: protect users’’ privacyprivacy

�� Typically, privacy protected via Typically, privacy protected via 33--step processstep process::

1.1. Gather raw data, Gather raw data, 

2.2. Anonymize it offAnonymize it off--line by hashing informationline by hashing information

•• Preserve some info: IP prefixPreserve some info: IP prefix--sharing, object sizes, etc..sharing, object sizes, etc..

3.3. ThrowThrow--away raw dataaway raw data

�� Trace analysis is done on anonymized dataTrace analysis is done on anonymized data

�� Anonymized Anonymized data could become publicly availabledata could become publicly available



33--step process is inadequate step process is inadequate 
from a privacy standpoint!from a privacy standpoint!



33--Step Step Anonymization Anonymization DoesnDoesn’’t Workt Work

�� Known mapping attacksKnown mapping attacks::

�� e.g., one IP address shares no prefix with all otherse.g., one IP address shares no prefix with all others

�� e.g., CEO is biggest recipient of ee.g., CEO is biggest recipient of e--mailmail

�� Inferred mapping attacksInferred mapping attacks::

�� e.g., we could guess what websites are top 10 most populare.g., we could guess what websites are top 10 most popular

�� googlegoogle.com, www..com, www.utorontoutoronto.ca, etc...ca, etc..

�� e.g., one 700MB file became a hot download on 11/3/2006e.g., one 700MB file became a hot download on 11/3/2006

�� The The Borat Borat movie was released on the same datemovie was released on the same date

�� Data injection attacksData injection attacks::

�� Attacker injects carefully constructed trafficAttacker injects carefully constructed traffic

�� Traffic easy to distinguish in hashed traceTraffic easy to distinguish in hashed trace

�� Crypto attacksCrypto attacks::

�� Finding MD5 collisions takes 8 hours on a laptop today!!!Finding MD5 collisions takes 8 hours on a laptop today!!!

�� Would today hashed trace be trivial to break 20 years from now?Would today hashed trace be trivial to break 20 years from now?



Even More Attacks are PossibleEven More Attacks are Possible

�� Attacks on tracing infrastructureAttacks on tracing infrastructure::

�� Network intrusionsNetwork intrusions

�� Physical intrusionsPhysical intrusions

�� Unanticipated attacksUnanticipated attacks::

�� Hard to foresee future ways to attackHard to foresee future ways to attack anonymization anonymization schemescheme

�� e.g., OS could be revealed based one.g., OS could be revealed based on ACKsACKs’’ timestampstimestamps

�� Legal complications (attacks?)Legal complications (attacks?)::

�� Tracing infrastructure could be subpoenaTracing infrastructure could be subpoena--eded

�� Precedents exist: e.g., RIAA Precedents exist: e.g., RIAA vsvs. Verizon. Verizon



Lessons LearnedLessons Learned

�� No plaintext data can be written to disk. Ever.No plaintext data can be written to disk. Ever.

�� Subpoenas can reveal Subpoenas can reveal whole profileswhole profiles

�� Very serious attack with serious privacy implicationsVery serious attack with serious privacy implications

�� Gathered traces cannot be made publicGathered traces cannot be made public

�� Mapping attacks could reveal private informationMapping attacks could reveal private information

�� Subject to future crypto attacksSubject to future crypto attacks

�� a PDA will break MD5 in under 1 second in 20 yearsa PDA will break MD5 in under 1 second in 20 years

�� Unanticipated attacks are problematicUnanticipated attacks are problematic
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SummarySummary

�� Our infrastructure protects against:Our infrastructure protects against:

�� Intrusion attacksIntrusion attacks

�� Disconnected from InternetDisconnected from Internet

�� Legal attacks to recover raw dataLegal attacks to recover raw data

�� All raw data manipulation done in RAMAll raw data manipulation done in RAM

�� Mapping, crypto, unanticipated, data injection attacksMapping, crypto, unanticipated, data injection attacks

�� Traces will not be made publicly availableTraces will not be made publicly available

�� Mapping, crypto, unanticipated attacks still Mapping, crypto, unanticipated attacks still 
possible if possible if anonymized anonymized trace is subpoenatrace is subpoena--eded

�� Once analysis complete, destroy trace permanentlyOnce analysis complete, destroy trace permanently



Phishing Measurement Statistics Phishing Measurement Statistics 
(Very Preliminary)(Very Preliminary)
�� Tracing 200Mbps and approximately 5K usersTracing 200Mbps and approximately 5K users

�� 20GB of data collected per day20GB of data collected per day

�� Longest uninterrupted trace: 56 hoursLongest uninterrupted trace: 56 hours

�� EE--mail usage statistics (spam)mail usage statistics (spam)

�� 213 Hotmail users, 721 messages received213 Hotmail users, 721 messages received

�� 22 (3%) spam in Inbox (missed by Hotmail22 (3%) spam in Inbox (missed by Hotmail’’s filters)s filters)


